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GENERAL INFO: 
Do you remember the first sunrise you ever saw? 
was spectacular, something special and memorable! Let your creation remind you of that special moment
 The pattern will look gorgeous if you use one solid color, ombre colorway you like.  
This pattern can create any size square blanket, but you could also join squares together, creating a stunning king size bed cover. 
 The pattern includes:  o detailed descriptions,  o video tutorials for each round o detailed pictures of more complicated partso pictures after each round (posted on Crochet patterns by BebaBlanket group only) 
 Skill level: Intermediate Terminology: US 
 FEEDBACK FROM THE PATTERN TESTERS:
 Eva This intricate textural pattern is extremely well written and augmented by photographs that 

single colour, a slow change yarn or multiple colours.
Paulina   Another gorgeous blanket, cleverly using extended stitches to represent the rays of 

the sun, mixed with relaxed dc rounds. Easy to extend if desired and quick to work up. I’d call it intermediate level because of the extended stitches and the care that 
must be taken in placement. Easy
photographs. A pleasure to test, as usual 

Nina (For me) it´s an easy and fast going pattern which works fantastic with self striping yarn. It´s perfect for a baby blanket as well as atablecloths. By doing the repeats you can make it as small or large as you need it
Michelle This pattern has amazing textures and details that come together with a radiance of beauty. It works up very well and the repeats all
Stacey First Sunrise blanket is a soft, easy to work up pattern
Tawnya I enjoyed making this blanket. Worked up quick. I love the texture. Would make a great bed set (pillows and blanket)
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Do you remember the first sunrise you ever saw? Whether by yourself or with somebody special, I believe it 
was spectacular, something special and memorable! The pattern First Sunrise reminds me of that moment! Let your creation remind you of that special moment as well!    
The pattern will look gorgeous if you use one solid color, ombre or long gradient yarn, but you can use any 

This pattern can create any size square blanket, but you could also join squares together, creating a 

 (thank you Tania Leis for truly an amazing work!)
detailed pictures of more complicated parts,  (posted on Crochet patterns by BebaBlanket group only) 

PATTERN TESTERS: 
This intricate textural pattern is extremely well written and augmented by photographs that clarify more intricate sections. The pattern is appropriate for solid 
single colour, a slow change yarn or multiple colours. 
Another gorgeous blanket, cleverly using extended stitches to represent the rays of 
the sun, mixed with relaxed dc rounds. Easy to extend if desired and quick to work up. I’d call it intermediate level because of the extended stitches and the care that 

t be taken in placement. Easy-to-understand instructions with helpful 
photographs. A pleasure to test, as usual  
(For me) it´s an easy and fast going pattern which works fantastic with self striping yarn. It´s perfect for a baby blanket as well as a wall hanging or bedspread or tablecloths. By doing the repeats you can make it as small or large as you need it
This pattern has amazing textures and details that come together with a radiance of beauty. It works up very well and the repeats allow for it to be any size needed
First Sunrise blanket is a soft, easy to work up pattern 
I enjoyed making this blanket. Worked up quick. I love the texture. Would make a great bed set (pillows and blanket) 
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Whether by yourself or with somebody special, I believe it 
The pattern First Sunrise reminds me of that moment! 

long gradient yarn, but you can use any 

This pattern can create any size square blanket, but you could also join squares together, creating a 

(thank you Tania Leis for truly an amazing work!),  
(posted on Crochet patterns by BebaBlanket group only) and final result.  

This intricate textural pattern is extremely well written and augmented by clarify more intricate sections. The pattern is appropriate for solid 
Another gorgeous blanket, cleverly using extended stitches to represent the rays of 
the sun, mixed with relaxed dc rounds. Easy to extend if desired and quick to work up. I’d call it intermediate level because of the extended stitches and the care that 

understand instructions with helpful 
(For me) it´s an easy and fast going pattern which works fantastic with self striping wall hanging or bedspread or tablecloths. By doing the repeats you can make it as small or large as you need it 
This pattern has amazing textures and details that come together with a radiance of ow for it to be any size needed 
I enjoyed making this blanket. Worked up quick. I love the texture. Would make a 
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HOW CAL WILL BE HOSTED. CALENDAR  
September 9, 2019 the Introduction part will be available FREE  

o BebaBlanket blog https://bebao Crochet patterns by BebaBlanket group on Facebook 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/BebaBlanketPatternso CAL – Crochet A Long group on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/groups/668646249929007/

 All 3 parts of the FIRST SUNRISE CAL will be available as Ravelry 
Ravelry weekly. Please do not contact the designer directly for the patternthe pattern be sure you are logged inhttps://www.ravelry.com/designers/bebablanket
 CALENDAR 
September 9, 2019. Introduction PartSeptember 13, 2019. Part 1 (Rounds 1September 20, 2019. Part 2 (Rounds 15
September 27, 2019. Part 3 (Rounds 32 All updates about the CAL parts release  

1. Crochet patterns by BebaBlanket group on Facebook 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/BebaBlanketPatterns 

Please check the “Announcements” section. There you will find separate posts: Calendar, Questions & Answers, Pattern Corrections, Completecomment to the relevant post only, do not post your questions on the group timeline
round pictures.   

2. CAL – Crochet A Long group on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/groups/668646249929007/
 Please check the “Announcements” and “Events” sections. 
Information about First Sunrise CAL is also available on  
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HOW CAL WILL BE HOSTED. CALENDAR  
September 9, 2019 the Introduction part will be available FREE till the end of the CAL

https://beba-blanket.weebly.com/patterns Crochet patterns by BebaBlanket group on Facebook 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/BebaBlanketPatterns Crochet A Long group on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/groups/668646249929007/ 

CAL will be available as Ravelry downloads and will be uploaded on 
Please do not contact the designer directly for the pattern. Before you download any part of the pattern be sure you are logged into Ravelry!  https://www.ravelry.com/designers/bebablanket 

September 9, 2019. Introduction Part Part 1 (Rounds 1-14) September 20, 2019. Part 2 (Rounds 15-31) 
September 27, 2019. Part 3 (Rounds 32-43) 
All updates about the CAL parts release and other important information will be announced on:

Crochet patterns by BebaBlanket group on Facebook 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/BebaBlanketPatterns  

Please check the “Announcements” section. There you will find separate posts: Calendar, Questions & Completed and Albums with round by round picturescomment to the relevant post only, do not post your questions on the group timeline

Crochet A Long group on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/groups/668646249929007/ 
Please check the “Announcements” and “Events” sections. 
Information about First Sunrise CAL is also available on Crochet A Long blog: https://calcrochetalong.com/
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till the end of the CAL on: 

and will be uploaded on 
Before you download any part of 

will be announced on: 

Please check the “Announcements” section. There you will find separate posts: Calendar, Questions & Albums with round by round pictures. Please address your comment to the relevant post only, do not post your questions on the group timeline or album with round by 

https://calcrochetalong.com/ 



You can use the pattern to create any item you want and sell your finished item if you wish, but you have no right to 
claim that this pattern is created by you, nor to sell the pattern or to share the 
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PRICING  
PRICING FOR CAL PARTICIPANTS  On September 13, 2019 whenwill be totally FREE (all 3 parts)!

(EEST / UTC + 3) till 100 free copies will be downloaded. You can use this time zone converter to find out what time it will be in your country/city
https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/converter.html?iso=20190913T180000&p1=26&p2=179&p3=224&p4=240&p5=250&p6=951&p7=48&p8=259&p9=64PLEASE NOTE: the Part 1 of First Sunrise CAL 
promotion is active, it means till only. 100 % discount is valid only fr
will be downloaded. Be attentive.  After the first 100 free downloads, 
with 50 % discount. No code needed. Part 2 and Part 3 you will get as pattern updates without any 
extra charge.  After 100 downloads with 50 % discount, Part 1 will be available for full price 
and Part 3 you will get as pattern updates without any extra charge 

https://www.ravelry.com/designers/bebablanket Before you download Part 1, be sure you are logged into Ravelry as otherwise you will not be able to get the pattern updates: Part 2 and Part 3.
  
IF YOU WANT TO PURCHASE THE WHOLE PATTERN
 Those who wish to purchase the whole pattern instead of downloading it part by part BebaBlanket blog https://beba-blanket.weebly.com/patterns/first
After the CAL, starting from October 5, 2019 the pattern will be paid to everybody and will be published as Ravelry download as well https://www.ravelry.com/designers/bebablanket
 All pattern corrections (if any) will be sent to each and everyone automatically on Ravelry who saved the part of the CAL in their Ravelry library after they logged into Ravelry.
Those who purchase the pattern from pattern First Sunrise page on Ravelry  
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PRICING FOR CAL PARTICIPANTS 
when Part 1 is released on Ravelry – first 100 will be totally FREE (all 3 parts)! No code needed. The offer is valid from

(EEST / UTC + 3) till 100 free copies will be downloaded.  You can use this time zone converter to find out what time it will be in your country/city
https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/converter.html?iso=20190913T180000&p1=26&p2=179&p=951&p7=48&p8=259&p9=64 the Part 1 of First Sunrise CAL may be published on Ravelry some minutes before 
promotion is active, it means till 21:00 (EEST / UTC + 3) it will be available for full price only. 100 % discount is valid only from September 13, 21:00 (EEST / UTC + 3) till 100 free copies 

Be attentive.  
After the first 100 free downloads, another 100 copies of Part 1 on Ravelry will be available 

No code needed. Part 2 and Part 3 you will get as pattern updates without any 
After 100 downloads with 50 % discount, Part 1 will be available for full price 
and Part 3 you will get as pattern updates without any extra charge. 

https://www.ravelry.com/designers/bebablanket
Before you download Part 1, be sure you are logged into Ravelry as otherwise you will not be able to get the pattern updates: Part 2 and Part 3. 

IF YOU WANT TO PURCHASE THE WHOLE PATTERN 
Those who wish to purchase the whole pattern instead of downloading it part by part blanket.weebly.com/patterns/first-sunrise 
After the CAL, starting from October 5, 2019 the pattern will be paid to everybody and will be published as www.ravelry.com/designers/bebablanket 
All pattern corrections (if any) will be sent to each and everyone automatically on Ravelry who saved the part of the CAL in their Ravelry library after they logged into Ravelry.  
Those who purchase the pattern from Bebablanket blog the pattern corrections (if any) can find on the pattern First Sunrise page on Ravelry. 
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first 100 (yes! 100) downloads from September 13, 21:00 
You can use this time zone converter to find out what time it will be in your country/city 
https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/converter.html?iso=20190913T180000&p1=26&p2=179&p

be published on Ravelry some minutes before 
21:00 (EEST / UTC + 3) it will be available for full price (5 EUR) om September 13, 21:00 (EEST / UTC + 3) till 100 free copies 

of Part 1 on Ravelry will be available 
No code needed. Part 2 and Part 3 you will get as pattern updates without any 

After 100 downloads with 50 % discount, Part 1 will be available for full price – 5 EUR. Part 2 

https://www.ravelry.com/designers/bebablanket 
Before you download Part 1, be sure you are logged into Ravelry as otherwise you will not be able 

Those who wish to purchase the whole pattern instead of downloading it part by part may do that from 
After the CAL, starting from October 5, 2019 the pattern will be paid to everybody and will be published as 

All pattern corrections (if any) will be sent to each and everyone automatically on Ravelry who saved the 
ebablanket blog the pattern corrections (if any) can find on the 
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Yarn Ice Yarn/ Blue shades
Yarn weigh #2 (fine/sport)
Fiber 100 % premium acrylic
Hook size G (4 mm)
Sample size 50 rounds = 30”7 (78 cm) square
Amount of yarn used for sample 3.33 skeins = 1311 yds (1199 m), 333 g/11.75 oz

 

Yarn Ice Yarn
/ Orange shades

Yarn weigh #2 
Fiber 100 % premium acrylic
Hook size G (4 mm)

Sample size Four 28 rounds squares joined together = 3
cm) square

Amount of yarn used for sample 3.(1368
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Ice Yarns Cakes Baby Fine / Blue shades 
#2 (fine/sport) 
100 % premium acrylic 
G (4 mm) 
50 rounds = 30”7 (78 cm) square 
3.33 skeins = 1311 yds (1199 m), 333 g/11.75 oz 

Ice Yarns Cakes Baby Fine 
/ Orange shades 
#2 (fine/sport) 
100 % premium acrylic 
G (4 mm) 
Four 28 rounds squares joined together = 33”46 (85 
cm) square 
3.8 skeins = 1496 yds 1368 m), 380 g/13.40 oz 
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Pattern tester Nina  

  
Pattern tester Nina 
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Yarn Mandala yarn / 

Yarn weigh #3 (light/DK)

Fiber 100 % acrylic 

Hook size H 

Sample size 44square
Amount of yarn used for sample 

2.(1436,4
oz

 

Yarn Ice Yarn
/ Grey shades

Yarn weigh #2 (fine/sport)

Fiber 100 % premium acrylic

Hook size 7

Sample size 44
square

Amount of yarn 
used for sample 

3 skeins = 1181.1 yds 
(1080 m), 300 g (10.58 oz)
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Mandala yarn / Genie 

#3 (light/DK) 

100 % acrylic  

 (5 mm) 

44 rounds = 35”3 (90 cm) square 
2.66 skeins = 1570.7 yds 1436,4 m), 399 g (14.07 
oz) 

Ice Yarns Cakes Baby Fine 
/ Grey shades 

#2 (fine/sport) 

100 % premium acrylic 

7 (4.5 mm) 

44 rounds = 33”46 (85 cm) 
square 
3 skeins = 1181.1 yds 
(1080 m), 300 g (10.58 oz) 



You can use the pattern to create any item you want and sell your finished item if you wish, but you have no right to 
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Pattern tester Michelle  

 Pattern tester Stacey  

  
The blanket can be any size square you wish.
You can use any yarn & matching size hook you like that suits your project.   
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Yarn Lion Brand Cupcake/
Yarn weigh #3 (light/DK)
Fiber 100 % acrylic 
Hook size H (5 mm
Sample size 43 rounds square 
Amount of yarn 
used for sample 

2 skeins = 1180.0 yds (1079.0 
m), 300 g

 

Yarn 
Premier yarns Deborah Norville 
Collection Everyday Soft/Heather

Yarn weigh #4 (worsted/medium)

Fiber 100 % acrylic 

Hook size I9 (5.50 mm)

Sample size 40 rounds 
square 

Amount of yarn 
used for sample 

4.71 skeins = 957.0 yds (875.1 
m), 535.8

The blanket can be any size square you wish. 
You can use any yarn & matching size hook you like that suits your project.  
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Lion Brand Cupcake/Balloons 
#3 (light/DK) 
100 % acrylic  

5 mm) 
43 rounds - 31 in (78.7 cm)  
2 skeins = 1180.0 yds (1079.0 
m), 300 g (10.58 oz) 

Premier yarns Deborah Norville 
Collection Everyday Soft/ Oat Heather 
#4 (worsted/medium) 

100 % acrylic  

I9 (5.50 mm) 

40 rounds - 32 in (81.3 cm) 
 

skeins = 957.0 yds (875.1 
535.8 g (18.9 oz) 
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STITCHES & ABBREVIATIONS:  
 
mr  magic ring (circle)
ch/chs  chain/chains 
sp/sps  space/spaces 
st/sts  stitch/stitches 
slst  slip stitch 
beg  beginning 
yo  yarn over 
bpslst back post slip stitch draw yarn back around top of st, 
tog  together – number of st worked into different st and finished together
sc  single crochet 
bpsc  back post single crochet 

again around post of st, yon your hook  
shallow bpsc shallow back post single crochet and not around the post of the st. Insert hook from back to front, to back again, yo, yarn back around top of st, yo, pull through two loops on your hook

shallow bpsc always goes in(unless pattern says otherwise). If you need more assistance please watch this video 
tutorial (demonstration of shallow bpsc is at 15:55 min) 

hdc  half double crochet
dc  double crochet 
exdc extended double crochet 

otherwise), yo, draw yarn through one loop on hook, yo, draw yarn through two loops on hook, yo, draw yarn through two loops on hook
fpdc front post double crochet front again, yo, draw yarn back around post of st, (yo, draw yarn through two loops on 

your hook) x 2 
bpdc back post double 

back again, yo, draw yarn back around post of st, (yo, draw yarn through two loops on your hook) x 2 
extr extended treble –location) st, yo, draw yarn through one loop on hook, (yo, draw yarn through two loops on hook) x 3 
fpextr yo twice, insert hook around post of next (unless pattern says other location) st from front to back, to front again, yo, draw yarn through o

through two loops on hook) x 3
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magic ring (circle) 

back post slip stitch – insert hook into top of next st from back to front, to back again, yo, draw yarn back around top of st, draw yarn through loop on your hook
number of st worked into different st and finished together

back post single crochet – insert hook around post of next st from back to front, to back 
again around post of st, yo, draw yarn back around post of st, yo, pull through two loops 
shallow back post single crochet - stitch crochet around the top V (front and back loops) and not around the post of the st. Insert hook from back to front, to back again, yo, yarn back around top of st, yo, pull through two loops on your hook
shallow bpsc always goes into top ch of ch3 or ch2, whichever is on the previous round (unless pattern says otherwise). If you need more assistance please watch this video 
tutorial (demonstration of shallow bpsc is at 15:55 min) https://you
half double crochet 
extended double crochet - yo, insert hook into top of next st (unless pattern says 
otherwise), yo, draw yarn through one loop on hook, yo, draw yarn through two loops on yarn through two loops on hook 
front post double crochet – yo, insert hook around post of next st from front to back, to front again, yo, draw yarn back around post of st, (yo, draw yarn through two loops on 
back post double crochet - yo, insert hook around post of next st from back to front, to 
back again, yo, draw yarn back around post of st, (yo, draw yarn through two loops on 

– yo twice, insert hook into top of next (unless pattern sayslocation) st, yo, draw yarn through one loop on hook, (yo, draw yarn through two loops 
yo twice, insert hook around post of next (unless pattern says other location) st from front to back, to front again, yo, draw yarn through one loop on hook, (yo, draw yarn 
through two loops on hook) x 3 
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insert hook into top of next st from back to front, to back again, yo, draw yarn through loop on your hook 
number of st worked into different st and finished together 

insert hook around post of next st from back to front, to back 
o, draw yarn back around post of st, yo, pull through two loops 

crochet around the top V (front and back loops) and not around the post of the st. Insert hook from back to front, to back again, yo, draw yarn back around top of st, yo, pull through two loops on your hook. Please note that 1st 
to top ch of ch3 or ch2, whichever is on the previous round (unless pattern says otherwise). If you need more assistance please watch this video 

https://youtu.be/b01XshaGtAI   

yo, insert hook into top of next st (unless pattern says 
otherwise), yo, draw yarn through one loop on hook, yo, draw yarn through two loops on 

yo, insert hook around post of next st from front to back, to front again, yo, draw yarn back around post of st, (yo, draw yarn through two loops on 
yo, insert hook around post of next st from back to front, to 

back again, yo, draw yarn back around post of st, (yo, draw yarn through two loops on 
yo twice, insert hook into top of next (unless pattern says other location) st, yo, draw yarn through one loop on hook, (yo, draw yarn through two loops 

yo twice, insert hook around post of next (unless pattern says other location) st from ne loop on hook, (yo, draw yarn 



You can use the pattern to create any item you want and sell your finished item if you wish, but you have no right to 
claim that this pattern is created by you, nor to sell the pattern or to share the 

tutorials free. You have no right to create video tutorial
When sharing your creation on Social media please include:

for Facebook 
link to the pattern https://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/first

for Instagram – tag the designer @bebablanket and the pattern name #f
 

 

HOW CAN YOU SUPPORT THE DESIGNER?
 

1. When sharing the pictures of your WIP or blanket, do not forget to add link to the pattern on Ravelry: https://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/first
2. If you like the pattern, please do not forget to hit 

have something nice to say, welcome to add your comment there as well ;)https://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/first3. If you like BebaBlanket designs feel free to save in your favorites
 

4. Share the link to the pattern/pictures on Pinterest, Facebook, Twitter

5. Like, Share, comment on the posts, tag your friends, show your WIPs for others 
 

Do not hesitate to ask the questions if you have any. We are here for the CAL to help, to support each other and to have fun crocheting the beauties together! 
Happy crocheting! With Love, BebaBlanket 
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HOW CAN YOU SUPPORT THE DESIGNER? 
When sharing the pictures of your WIP or blanket, do not forget to add link to the pattern on Ravelry: https://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/first-sunrise (link valid only when Part 1 is published)
If you like the pattern, please do not forget to hit ❤ on Ravelry right under the pattern p
have something nice to say, welcome to add your comment there as well ;)https://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/first-sunrise (link valid only when Part 1 is published)f you like BebaBlanket designs feel free to save in your favorites 

Share the link to the pattern/pictures on Pinterest, Facebook, Twitter 

Like, Share, comment on the posts, tag your friends, show your WIPs for others 

 the questions if you have any. We are here for the CAL to help, to support each other and to have fun crocheting the beauties together! 
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When sharing the pictures of your WIP or blanket, do not forget to add link to the pattern on Ravelry: (link valid only when Part 1 is published) 
on Ravelry right under the pattern picture. If you 

have something nice to say, welcome to add your comment there as well ;) (link valid only when Part 1 is published) 

 

 Like, Share, comment on the posts, tag your friends, show your WIPs for others  

the questions if you have any. We are here for the CAL to help, to support each other 


